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“It’s my first album, first long play, where I
selected 10 tracks within 244 productions I made
between 2019 and 2022. This selection doesn’t show
everything that I do, but it tells the story of
something that is deep in my heart. I have loved
these sounds since I was a kid but back then I
didn’t know how to cook them. Now I am able to make
the music I want, the music I hear in my head. This
album is about resilience, it’s about going to the
studio, feeling horrible, and coming out cured, and
full of light. It’s about real life. It’s about
going to places you wouldn’t go.”

Hatari releases her first LP "HATARI ".
An immersive sound journey of 10 tracks.
Dive in, feel the push and follow her rhythms and dreamy
moods. 
Turn up the volume and let yourself slide down a tender,
fluffy, delightful groove.
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HATARI - Hatari LP
Release date: 16 may 2022

Information

Origin: Switzerland & Brasil

Alias: Sarève, Jeanne et Serge

Genre: Techno,Dub,Experimental 

Biography

Hatari is a multi-faceted artist: dj and live performer,
producer, sound designer, she has been developing for more than
ten years a rich and polymorphous universe moving with finesse
between dance-floor, conceptual productions and contemporary
art. 
Music here is a family story and Hatari fell into it from the
cradle. Her mother, a pop artist from the Brazilian counter-
culture, then a magic potion: drums and percussions that she
studied with the Italian jazzman Francesco Miccolis. Not older
than thirteen apples, she fiddles with her step father's old
Yamaha sequencer, using the manual as a bedside book. A Hip-Hop
adolescence, a lifelong love for House, Techno and Drum'n'Bass
and the picture is set.
These first impressions resonate today in a production
underpinned by a fundamental interest in the question of
established musical formats and an immoderate taste for their
deconstruction.
Hatari conceives her music - porous, organic, resolutely
uninhibited - as a permanent field of research and playground.
The studio becomes a laboratory, highly enjoyable, and Hatari
has an undeniable talent for alchemy: home-made concoctions of
algorithms and synthesis racks against a background of field
recordings at the end of the room, polyrhythmic emulsions or
Afro-Brazilian invocations with multiple echoes, the toolbox is
as big as the world.
This particular approach of sound and its construction,
naturally fuel the heart and engine of her dj sets and marathon
live performances. Micro-tensions, enlightened minimalism and
textured echoes. Hatari likes to tell stories and her sound
palette is CinemaScope.
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La Rotonda, Film Festival, Locarno
Sarève, People in the City, Lausanne
Electronic Moods, Lausanne
Particular (tiNi), Supermarket, Zürich
Cultura Verde, Zürich
Yoyaku, Vault Open Air, Paris
Unum Festival, Tirana, Albaniar
Hatari Album Release Party, Lausanne
Le Port Franc, Sion
Frieda's Büxe
Rote Fabrik, Zürich
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Feeder.ro

Hatari LP -2022

1. Train Warmth
2. Mother
3. Nokontrol
4. Les Petits Mouchoirs
5 Two Times Grey Sky
6. What You Can’t Do
7. Violetas
 8. Sauter Dans Le Void
9. Planet D
10. Chuva De Minas

Tracklisting
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